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3000+ Learners 35+ Batches 4.8 Course Rating

About Trading Mentorship Program

Multi-asset Trading Mentorship Program (TMP) is India’s first structured stock market
trading program curated by the Top 5 Stock Market Experts with a combined experience
of 75+ years in trading, training, and building a community of Independent Traders.

These experts have excelled in their niche & will guide you to understand what type of
asset class you want to trade in & what type of trader you intend to become.

5 Leading Stock
Market Mentors

Live Trading
Session

1:1 Counselling
Session

1 year Community
Support
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Why should you choose TMP?

Green Line indicates S&P GSCI | Blue Line indicates Nifty 50 | Orange Line indicates USDINR

A little bit confusing! Isn’t it?

This chart shows the movement of equity, currency & commodity market.

Yes, but if you try to understand that there are seasons when the market has
high momentum & trending moves, but also there are times when the market
is flat or is complete range bound. 

And with this in mind, we designed our mentorship program where we
empower you to trade and develop discipline & patience under any given
market scenario that intends to build the right mindset to analyse the market
and Become an All-Seasons Trader.
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        Get 360-degree Overview
In this program, attendees will gain experiential learning in Equity, Options,
Commodity & Currency markets from 5 leading stock market experts with a
combined experience of 75+ years in trading, training, and building a community
of Independent Traders. They will help to develop your core area and emerge as
an Independent, Confident & especially All-Season Trader.

How is TMP different from other
Mentorship Programs?

Having trained over 3000+ Independent Traders in this program, we are sure that
the tools & techniques designed will help you emerge as a confident trader.

        6+6 Program
In the first 6 months, each of the mentors will train the learners to trade in their
respective areas. And over the next 6 months, you get additional hand-holding
over the community to practice trading & resolve your queries under expert
guidance.

Throughout the program, learners will get a chance to have 30 minutes one-to-
one Counseling sessions with 3 different mentors. Learners will avail of this
advantage between the 4th to 12th month of their program.

        1:1 Counselling Session

In this program, we empower you to trade and develop discipline & patience,
under any given market scenario. And it intends to build the right mindset to
analyze the market and Become an All-Seasons Trader.

        Become an All-Season Trader
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How does this program work?

2 weeks - Recorded Course Content 
4 weeks - Live Learning Session
1 day - Live Trading Session 

6 weeks - Technical Analysis Masterclass

1 week - Recorded Session
1 day - Live Learning Session

1 week - RS Theory

1 week - Recorded Course Content
3 weeks - Live Learning Session
2 days - Live Trading Session 

4 weeks - Options Strategies

4 weeks - Live Learning Session
2 days - Live Trading Session 

4 weeks - Currency & Commodity Masterclass

1 week - Recorded Course Content 
8 weeks - Live Learning Session
4 days - Live Trading Session

8 weeks - Trading Strategies Masterclass

1 day - Live Mentorship Program
1 day - Convocation
12 weeks - Access to SE Social
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14+ hours on-demand content
Access on-demand recorded content for continuous learning
where you get a basic understanding of different assets class.

85+ hours of Live Interactive Sessions 
Get experiential learning through hands-on trading sessions.

100+ hours of Live Trading Sessions
Get an opportunity to implement your learning in the real
market through live market sessions.

One-year Access to StockEdge Premium & 3-month StockEdge
Social Platforms
Full access to StockEdge and StockEdge Social platforms where
you get more than 80 experts for market insights and analysis.

30-minute Counseling Session
Receive valuable counseling sessions with our experienced
mentors for 30 minutes during the program with any of 3 mentors.

One-year Community Support
Join a supportive community for networking and mutual support
in your trading journey via Whatsapp.
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Your Mentors in the Journey of 
Trading in Financial Markets
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Chetan Panchamia
Designation: Options Mentor
Experience: 20+ years
Superpower: Options Trading Strategies
Education: B.Com, Diploma in Capital Markets

Chetan has over 20 years of rich market experience, starting from the front office to
fundamental research and trading before moving to options trading. Currently, he is a full-
time professional trader focusing on index options. He has written various articles for
Moneycontrol.com and has given lectures in various institutes like IIFT and St. Xavier's
College. 

You can Trade in any
market condition.
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Abhijit Paul

Designation: Trading Mentor
Experience: 18+ years
Superpower: Momentum Strategies
Education: MBA (Finance), B.Sc (Economics)

Abhijit Paul has over 18 years of experience in the Indian Financial markets and played
pivotal roles during his stay in Mumbai in institutions like ICICI Securities and BRICS
Securities and he was also a regular face on many business channels like CNBC, Zee
Business, Bloomberg & CNBC Awaaz, and Moneycontrol. Currently, he is a SEBI
Registered Research Analyst.

They say that in the Market,
Trend is your Friend. But 
I say that Momentum is 
your Best Friend.
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Vivek Bajaj

Designation: Knowledge Mentor
Experience: 18+ years
Superpower: Momentum Investing
Education: MBA (IIM Indore), ACA, ACS, M.Com, B.Com

Vivek is the co-founder of Kredent Infoedge, an enterprise involved in simplifying finance
for everyone. With a career spanning over 18 years, he started as an analyst and later
established eastern India's largest derivatives trading desk, employing 150 traders. Vivek's
passion for technology led him to co-found the Algo trading desk in Mumbai.

The art and science of
Trading can be learnt.
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Saanando Das

Designation: Forex and Commodity Mentor
Experience: 12+ years
Superpower: Global Markets and Crisis Trading
Education: MBA (Finance)

Saanando has over 10 years experience in Global Markets Analyst, Fund Management
Professional, and writer. He specializes in various market segments, including Non-ferrous
Metals, Energy, Precious Metals, Equity Index, FX, and Bonds. With a strong background in
finance and extensive knowledge of different markets, Saanando serves as a mentor for
Forex and Commodity Trading.

Explore Global Macros with
FOREX & Commodity.
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Souradeep Dey

Designation: Technical Mentor
Experience: 12+ years
Superpower: Classical Technical Analysis 
Education: B.E. (Info Tech), MBA (Finance) Trader & Trainer

Souradeep has a rich experience of 12 years as an equity and commodity trader and
trainer. He has worked as a crude oil trader for 3 years for FuturesFirst, and has traded in
the ICE exchange in Europe. He is involved in developing trading algorithms with technical
analysis as his main area of interest.

Market Psychology can be
understood with the help of
Technical Analysis.
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Know your Associates?
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Pawan Jain
Senior Research Analyst

Aravind Tiwari
 Derivative Analyst

Parijat Deb
Research Analyst

Tuhin Nag
Research Analyst

Tufan Nag
Assistant Manager 
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Program Outline

Understand Market Structure
Understanding Candlesticks
Technical Theories
Trading Masterclass
Indicators
Trend Indicator
Momentum Indicator
Volatility Indicator
Volume Profile

Section 1 - Understanding Technical Analysis 
Expert -  Mr. Souradeep Dey

Relative Strength Theory
RS Theory Masterclass

Section 2 - Defining RS Theory 
Expert - Mr. Vivek Bajaj

Options Trading
Introduction to Derivatives
Learning Options Greeks
Options Strategies - 1
Options Strategies - 2
Options Strategies - 3
Options Repairs and Adjustment, Max Pain
Theory and Trading Rules

Section 3 - Options Strategies
Expert - Mr. Chetan Panchamia

Know More
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Program Outline

One Good Trade and Grading Concept
Multi-asset Portfolio Creation
Intermarket Analysis
Basics of Derivatives
Profitable Crude Oil Trading Strategies
Commodity Fundamentals including Gold, Silver + Crude Oil and Natural Gas
Trading Strategy with 3 Horses Method
Base Metals
Sentiment Analysis

Section 4 - Currency & Commodity Trading
Expert - Mr. Sannando Das

Technical Analysis Masterclass - 2 hours
Masterclass on Short-Term Momentum - 36 hours
Options Strategies Masterclass -  9 hours 30 mins 
Online Currency & Commodity Masterclass - 5 hours 30 minutes
Mentorship Live Trading - 24 hours

Live Trading Session (Schedule)

Trading Strategies & Time Frames
Ingredients of our Trading Setups
Relative Strength Index Demystified
Trading Masterclass
Breakout Strategy
Contrarian Strategy
PullBack Strategy

Section 5 - Understanding Trading Strategies
Expert  - Mr. Abhijit Paul

Know More
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Know More

What will you learn?

Our comprehensive approach will equip you with the knowledge and skills to
make informed trading decisions while effectively managing risk and maximizing
profits.

Learn effective methods for
selecting high-potential stocks

Identify optimal entry points with
a focus on minimizing risk

Learn how to determine appropriate
position sizing based on risk tolerance
and market conditions

Learn when and how to secure
profits by booking partial gains.

Master the art of re-entering a stock
on moderate pullbacks for enhanced
profitability.
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What do our mentees have to say?

TMP is an excellent program. All mentors are highly knowledgeable and
share their unique perspective during the sessions. Guidance and
feedback provided in TMP community, discussion groups is very helpful.

- Swadhin Bhide

I joined the TMP as a beginner, wanting to make sense of the stock
market and overcome self-doubt. The course helped me leapfrog years
of struggle in understanding complex topics like Options and managing
risk. The mentors' involvement and their market-proven expertise made
the course exceptional. They instilled confidence in me and made me
believe I can succeed. The video content required multiple viewings, but
the mentors' question-and-answer sessions were immensely helpful. The
support from analysts helped me identify my mistakes and create
personalized trading plan. If you're serious about trading and have
patience and commitment, this course is the real deal.

- Sathyanath Nair

I get more than I was expecting from TMP. I can feel the market after
joining the program. All mentors are very knowledgeable, hard-working,
and very energetic. Thankyou Vivek sir and the whole team.

- Shiv Bijai Singh
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Don't Miss Out on this Opportunity!
                             Call                                       Now!+91 9748222555

Ignite the Spark of Your Trading Journey and
Transform into an All-Season Trader.

Program Fee

Program Duration

₹ 1,18,000

6 + 6 Months

Join Now

18

Take the First Step by Registering Today and 
Booking Your Slot with our Program Advisor
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